SAT/ACT Power Prep
$

.99

$350 programs for 14

$

.99

| $600 programs for 49

eKnowledge, NFL and MLB Athletes donate the SAT/ACT Program to military families
worldwide
Learn more at www.eknowledge.com/militaryhomefront
SAT Dates:

1-Oct-16

5-Nov-16

3-Dec-16

21-Jan-17 11-Mar-17 6-May-17

Register By:

1-Sep-16

7-Oct-16

3-Nov-16 21-Dec-16 10-Feb-17

ACT DATES:

10-Sep-16 22-Oct-16 10-Dec-16 11-Feb-17

Register By:

5-Aug-16 16-Sep-16 4-Nov-16

The Standard

7-Apr-17

3-Jun-17
9-May-17

8-Apr-17

10-Jun-17

13-Jan-17 3-Mar-17

5-May-17

The Premium Pro

Retail $350
Military Famlilies Student Fee $14.99

Retail $600
Military Families student fee $49.99

Instant access from any internet device including computer
and tablets
Getting StartedOver an hour of video that explains
everything about the exam and how to use the PowerPrep,
including how to access all of the officially released exams
and our Directed Daily Prep on Twitter and fb Questions,
Tips, & Words of the Day Samples of Question, Word, and
Tips of the Day.
Video Classroom11 + hours of instructor led video and 45+
hours of class work.

1. Get a 1 Day VIP ALL-Access pass to use the program
2. Videos & demos about the program and the SAT/ACT Exam

Taught by professional instructors and authors (all our
instructors have JD, PhD, or Masters Degrees).
Lessons & Drills120 Lessons and 122 drills ranging from 1
minute to 10 minutes presented by expert instructors
Practice QuestionsHundreds of practice questions with
detailed explanatory answers presented by expert
instructors
OutlinesElectronic Outlines for each of the 120 lessons and
sample questions. Use these outlines to create an
organized review or pint them out to supplement your own
written notes from the video classroom.
QuizzesOver 20 quizzes with incredibly detailed answers,
including detailed explanations for officially released
exams. The quizzes test everything you learn in the
classroom and provide additional training for competency
and speed.
Tracking & SchedulingThe schedule and tracking is
available electronically or you can print a hard copy. Tells
you at a glance what you have completed and what
remains.

100+ Hours of student study time
Includes Everything from the Standard Program- Getting
Started: all officially released exams, Daily Tweets & fb
- Video Classrom: 11+ hours on 120 videos.
- Lessons & Drills: 242 Lessons and drills
- Practice Questions: hundreds of questions with detailed
explanations
- Outlines: 120 lesson outlines with sample questions
- Tracking & Scheduling: detailed reporting
PLUS
Supplemental Classroom
Supplemental Drill
The Vocabulary Building Workshop &
The 250 FasTrak
The eBook
Generally:The 800-page book has been fully integrated and
cross-linked into all of the classroom videos. It covers every
SAT and ACT topic with examples, quizzes, diagrams,
graphics, lecture notes, teacher's insights, practice questions,
drill questions, detailed explanations and much more. This
book is used by schools as their main course of study to
prepare students for the SAT and ACT and has sufficient
content to be used on its own as the basis of a semester
length course.
But when combined with the instructor led video classroom,
the eBook becomes a multimedia powerhouse.
The Big Book of Grammar

www.eknowledge.com/militaryhomefront

